Spotify Music Tips
Can you use Spotify on Rekordbox? If not, here is a post that show you the best way to mix Spotify with Rekordbox. Just
check it out.
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Introduction
Have you tried to import Spotify music to Rekordbox? If yes, then you may meet the issue that you couldn’t get Spotify music on Rekordbox
nally. Why could it happen?
The reason is simple. Since Spotify and Rekordbox has not integrated with each other, it is not possible to use Spotify on Rekordbox.
Thus, is there any way that can play Spotify music on Rekordbox? Sure! Please keep on reading. In this post, we are going to show you a
powerful and practical method to use Spotify with Rekordbox. Now let’s move on and see how to do that.
When it comes to Spotify music streaming service, we should note that the music from Spotify are under the right protection, which can only
be used on Spotify app even though you had downloaded them with your Premium account.
Therefore, if you want to add Spotify music to Rekordbox, then you need to convert the audio format of Spotify rst. And to make it, you need
to use the DRmare Spotify Music Converter to help you.
As a professional Spotify music converter, DRmare can convert Spotify music to MP3, AAC, WAV, M4A and other plain audio les with
original quality. And you can adjust the audio parameters like bit rate, sample rate, etc. as you like.
With DRmare tool, you can batch convert Spotify tracks at a time at a faster speed so that you can have more time to do other things. After
then, you can get the Spotify music download as local les and then play them on Rekordbox and other devices with ease.
To download Spotify music to your PC, you need to install DRmare Spotify Music Converter on your computer rst. Then you could try the
free trial version and download Spotify music. Below are the detailed steps on how to use DRmare to convert Spotify audio les. Please check
it out and see how to do.

Materials

Tools
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Step 1 - Copy and paste Spotify tracks to DRmare program
Open DRmare Spotify Music Converter from your computer desktop. And then the Spotify app will launch at the meantime. Then go to
Spotify app and nd the music tracks you like to convert for using on Rekordbox. Once found, please directly drag and drop it to the main
screen of DRmare. Then DRmare will load it for you. Or you could copy the link of the track and paste it to the search bar on DRmare main
interface. Then click on the ‘+’ button to import Spotify audios to DRmare.

Step 2 - De ne Spotify output audio format for Rekordbox
On Windows version, please click on the menu bar from the top right of DRmare program. If on Mac version, please nd the menu bar on the
top left of your Mac system and hit on the ‘DRmare Spotify Music Converter’. After then, please choose the ‘Preferences’ > ‘Convert’ option.
Then a new window will pop up, in which you can customize the audio format, bit rate, sample rate, etc. according to your requirements.

Step 3 - Convert Spotify Music for Rekordbox
Now, please press on the ‘Convert’ button and start to convert Spotify audio tracks. After a while, the Spotify music will be converted and
saved to your computer as local les. Then you can click on the ‘Converted’ button to check them from the target folder.

Step 4 - Import and play Spotify Music on Rekordbox
Launch Rekordbox program on your computer and then drag & drop the converted Spotify music les to the collection of Rekordbox. Or you
could click on the ‘File’ > ‘Import’ > ‘Import Track/Import Folder/Import Playlist’ in Rekordbox program. After adding Spotify to Rekordbox,
then you can use Spotify with Rekordbox without any limitation.
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